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Great War in the trenches.Q: how to test whether a value

being returned is a string using NUnit and Moq I am stuck
on a very simple test, using NUnit and Moq. Here's my

NUnit test, which succeeds (i.e.'s' is returned as a string):
var response = _mockService.Setup(x =>

x.GetDetails()).Returns("{'s'}"); Assert.IsTrue(response.Get
Type().IsInstanceOfType(typeof(string))); Here's my Moq
setup: var service = new Service(_mockDbContext); var db

= new Mock(); db.Setup(x => x.ExecuteSqlCommand(
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"SELECT's' AS s")).Returns(new List { "s" }); db.Setup(x
=> x.ExecuteSqlCommand( "SELECT's' AS

s2")).Returns(new List { "s" }); service.DBContext =
db.Object; What am I doing wrong? A: I imagine that you

get the following exception: ArgumentException :
System.String expected This exception is caused by the

following line: var db = new Mock(); Actually, you should
avoid using new keyword in Moq. In Moq, you should use

Mock.Create() instead. If your current setup is correct, then
you should see the following exception: ArgumentException
: cannot convert from 'System.Int32' to 'System.String' It is

caused by the following line: db.Setup(x => x.Exec
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